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Figure 1: Our system can deliver rich, non-contact haptic feedback to the mouth using a thin array of ultrasonic transducers
integrated into the underside of a VR headset. Here a user leans forward to drink from a virtual water fountain, and can feel
a sensation of a stream of water on their lips and teeth.

ABSTRACT
Today’s consumer virtual reality (VR) systems offer limited haptic
feedback via vibration motors in handheld controllers. Rendering
haptics to other parts of the body is an open challenge, especially
in a practical and consumer-friendly manner. The mouth is of par-
ticular interest, as it is a close second in tactile sensitivity to the
fingertips, offering a unique opportunity to add fine-grained haptic
effects. In this research, we developed a thin, compact, beamform-
ing array of ultrasonic transducers, which can render haptic effects
onto the mouth. Importantly, all components are integrated into
the headset, meaning the user does not need to wear an additional
accessory, or place any external infrastructure in their room. We
explored several effects, including point impulses, swipes, and per-
sistent vibrations. Our haptic sensations can be felt on the lips, teeth
and tongue, which can be incorporated into new and interesting
VR experiences.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Virtual reality; Haptic de-
vices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Virtual and augmented reality (VR/AR) headsets continue to make
impressive strides in immersion and realism, particularly in visual
and audio content. However, the delivery of rich tactile sensations
continues to be a significant and open challenge. Critically, con-
sumers want robust and integrated solutions – ones that do not
require any extra devices or limit freedom of movement. For this
reason, vibration motors in handheld controllers are the current
consumer state of the art. While more sophisticated approaches
exist (e.g., exoskeletons [1, 4, 42, 46], haptic vests [2, 16], body-
cantilevered accessories [6], in-room air cannons [27, 65]), they
have yet to see even modest consumer adoption.

Simultaneously, the mouth has been largely overlooked as a
haptic target in VR/AR, despite being second in terms of sensitivity
and density of mechanoreceptors, only behind the fingertips [14, 63,
73]. Equally important, the proximity of the mouth to the headset
offers a significant opportunity to enable on- and in-mouth haptic
effects, without needing to run wires or wear an extra accessory.
However, consumers do not want to cover their entire face, let
alone put something up against (or into) their mouth. For AR, the
industry is trending towards glasses-like form factors, so as to
preserve as much facial expression as possible for human-human
communication. Even in VR, smaller headsets are the consumer
trend, with the mouth exposed and unencumbered.

In this research, we built a thin, compact, beamforming array of
ultrasonic transducers (Figure 3), which could be integrated into
future headsets in a practical and consumer-friendly way. We use
this hardware to focus air-borne acoustic energy onto the lips and
into the mouth, creating sensations such as taps and continuous
vibrations, which we can also animate along arbitrary 3D paths. In
addition to the lips, our effects can be felt on the teeth and tongue.
When coupled with coordinated graphical feedback, the effects are
convincing, boosting realism and immersion. We built a variety of
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sensory demos, including raindrops, mud splatter, pushing through
cobwebs, and crawling bugs. While in-air haptics using ultrasonic
phased arrays is not new [24, 34], we are the first to integrate the
technology into a headset for use on the mouth and explore the
rich application space.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work intersects with several key areas of literature, which we
now review. First and foremost, our haptic hardware is a type of
ultrasonic phased array, and so we discuss the principle of operation
and key related work in HCI. We then discuss tactile perception
of the face, mouth and oral cavity, along with some non-VR/AR
example systems. Finally, we discuss research most related to our
own: VR/AR systems that achieve mouth haptic effects through a
variety of mechanisms.

2.1 Ultrasonic Phased Array Haptics
Separate from contact-based ultrasonic friction effects [43, 51, 78],
ultrasonic phased array devices deliver contactless haptic sensa-
tions to skin in mid-air [31, 59]. They achieve this through the
focused application of high-frequency pressure waves, generally
in the range of 40-70kHz. Users cannot feel the varying acoustic
pressure, as the frequency is too high. Instead, these devices rely on
acoustic radiation pressure, a nonlinear phenomenon, which recti-
fies acoustic pressure reflecting off the skin. When time-varying
pressure is amplitude modulated at relevant haptic frequencies (e.g.
40-200Hz), radiation pressure can be felt by users, mediated by
rapidly adapting Meissner and Pacinian corpuscles. Importantly,
this effect can be spatially localized [22], though localization is
limited by the spatial wavelength of sound in air (around 8.5mm
at 40kHz). Localization is achieved by adjusting the timing and
amplitude information of a phased transducer array to create su-
perpositions of waves in space that constructively or destructively
interfere.

Iwamoto et al. was the first to describe and position this effect
[33] using a 2D array of transducers, and suggested possible appli-
cations in VR [31]. Further improvements in focal point rendering
and position sensing were introduced by Carter et al. [9], leading
to an eventual commercialization of the technology [71]. Due to
the popularity of this technique, open source systems [48] also
exist. A range of cutaneous tactile sensations can be rendered, from
moving trajectories [77] to general shape of the focal region [45] or
even sensations of texture [20, 50]. Ultrasonic phased arrays have
been used in prior VR systems for rendering haptics onto the hands
(but not the face), including Kervegant et al. [40], Martinez et al.
[47], Georgiou et al. [23] and Sand et al. [62]. Conversely, LipNotif
[35] and Whiskers [24] systems utilize ultrasonic phased arrays for
actuating the mouth, but do not consider VR or integration into a
worn apparatus. We cover additional mouth psychophysical related
work in Section 4.

2.2 Haptics on the Mouth and Face
Compared to the hands, little has been studied about the tactile
mechanoreceptors and internervation of the face. We report some
of the known tactile capabilities of the face and mouth, and review
interfaces that have explored this area of the body.

The face and mouth can be broken down into three basic regions,
the non-glabrous (hairy) regions (e.g. cheeks, brow, nose, forehead,
etc), the glabrous skin around the outer lips and mouth, and the
inside of the oral cavity, including the tongue [14]. Both slowly and
rapidly adapting afferents can be found in these regions, with a
slightly higher percentage of slowly adapting afferents than rapidly
adapting ones. The highest percentage of receptors is around the
lips and mouth. Tactile innervation and acuity is similar to that of
the hand, but there is no 200Hz peak in sensitivity associated with
rapidly adapting type II afferents (Pacinian corpuscles), although
tactile response does extend into this frequency range. Exterior
facial afferent receptive fields size (4-6𝑚𝑚2) and density (48-84
units/𝑐𝑚2) compares favorably to the phalanges and palm of the
hand (11-101𝑚𝑚2 and 10-100 units/𝑐𝑚2, respectively) [14, 36].

The oral cavity also contains a wealth of mechanoreceptors, such
as extremely force sensitive periodontal mechanoreceptors in the
teeth [69], receptors on the inner lip [5], and other soft tissues
in the mouth, tongue, and gums. Surfaces of the mouth are in
constant interaction with each other (as the mouth is not easily
observed by the eyes or ears) and thus they generate rich patterns of
somatosensory input which lead to vivid sensations during eating,
drinking, and speaking [28]. In particular, the oral cavity appears
sensitive to air pressure (most likely to aid in speech), which makes
it a unique part of the body for ultrasonic mid-air stimulation. The
skin of the face and inner mouth, like the rest of the body, is also
sensitive to temperature and pain, though we do not explore those
aspects here.

Innumerable interactive systems have taken advantage of the
face’s broad array of tactile sensors. In the VR/AR domain specif-
ically, systems have been presented that use methods such as vi-
brotactile motors (Figure 2A) [15, 39, 41, 55, 56, 58, 75, 79], Peltier
elements (thermal) (Figure 2B) [11, 12, 57, 68], skin suction actua-
tors (Figure 2C) [37, 38], skin stretch motors/pulleys [10, 74], and
flywheels for applying inertial forces to the head [26]. Most often
these techniques are added or integrated into the headset itself,
especially the liner that contacts the face. However, more closely
related to our work are systems that generate haptics specifically
for the mouth region, which we discuss next.

2.3 VR/AR Mouth Haptics
There are a limited number of systems that have explored haptics
on the mouth. To avoid instrumenting the user (with extra weight,
wires, etc.), some approaches have utilized external equipment
installed in the user’s environment. For instance, Hapmosphere
[29] and Haptic Around [30] are large, ceiling mounted pieces of
equipment, while [32] is a fully instrumented CAVE. All three of
these systems can generate wind and weather effects (i.e. heat, cold),
which can be felt on the mouth (and body in general), to enhance
VR experiences. However, the cost, complexity, aesthetics and size
of these systems make consumer adoption unlikely.

A more practical approach is to have the haptic hardware be
integrated with the headset. In this area, most systems have focused
on simulating wind and airflow around the head and mouth. For
instance, Head Mounted Wind [8] uses a series of fans externally
attached to the headset to blow air onto the mouth and face. VaIR
[61] is similar, but uses a pneumatic system with adjustable nozzles
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Figure 2: Top three images are prior VR/AR systems that can deliver haptic effects to the face (but not the mouth): A) Masque
[74], B) Liquid Reality [56], and C) Haptopus [37]. Bottom three images are VR/AR systems with mouth haptic effects: D)
Season Traveller [60], E) FeelReal [19], and F) FaceHaptics [76].

and tubes. Other systems combine blown air with other effects,
for example, Ambiotherm incorporates Peltier Elements for ther-
mal control. Season Traveller (Figure 2D) [60] adds thermal and
olfactory elements. Finally, FeelReal (Figure 2E) [19] offers ther-
mal, olfactory, and vibration feedback, and further incorporates an
ultrasonic ionizing system to create water mist.

Perhaps the most related previous work is FaceHaptics [76],
which consists of a robotic arm attached to a headset (Figure 2F).
On this arm are several modules, including a spray nozzle, a heat-
ing wire, a fan, and an interchangeable soft rubber tip for tactile
feedback. While this system does enable a wide range of localizable
haptic effects, the form factor is less than ideal for consumer use.
Latency can also be high for some effects, like multiple impulses, as
the robot arm must physically translate to new positions. Our work,
in many ways, aims to achieve a similar pallet of tactile effects, but
in a more practical form factor.

3 IMPLEMENTATION
We now describe the hardware and software elements that comprise
our system. We note that the success of haptic effects is particularly
difficult to convey in a research paper. Thus, to encourage repli-
cation and exploration by researchers and practitioners, we have
open sourced our software and PCB designs at
http://github.com/FIGLAB/mouthhaptics.

3.1 Hardware
As a proof-of-concept platform, we selected an Oculus Quest 2
[53] VR headset (though our technique is broadly applicable to
other VR headsets and even AR headsets such as the Hololens).
To the bottom of this device, we fitted a custom PCB populated
with 64 Murata MA40S4S 40kHz ultrasonic transducers [52]. These
transducers have an 80° emission cone, and so we oriented them
towards the mouth at a 45° angle. The transducer array measures
17.9x10.6x1.5cm and weighs 107g (although already thin, there

are opportunities for further miniaturization that we discuss in
Future Work Section 7). Ultrasonic arrays for in-air haptics have
been found to be safe in typical use [7, 17]. Indeed, such devices
are commercially available today (e.g., UltraHaptics), though the
included documentation notes the devices should not be focused
into the ears – a recommendation we endorse. We measured the
sound pressure level (SPL) of a focal point centered 3cm in front of
the array (141 dB SPL), and also at the user’s ears when wearing our
headset (100 dB SPL). This is well below the maximum threshold
recommended by Battista [17].

Our transducer array connects via ribbon cables to an Ultraino
driver board [48], which we upgraded with IX4427N IC chips [13]
to be able to drive our transducer array from 0-30V using an ex-
ternal power supply (power consumption is discussed later). The
driver board is mated to an Arduino Mega [3] flashed with the
Ultraino DriverMEGA firmware [48, 70]. This setup allows for in-
dependent control of all 64 transducers with a time step resolution
of 2.5us, which equates to 𝜋/5 phase resolution at 40kHz, and a
simulated nodal position accuracy of 0.9mm (see [48] for an ex-
tended discussion of the mathematics and mechanics of ultrasound
beamforming). The Arduino Mega connects over USB to a laptop
running our Unity-based software (described next), which also pow-
ers the graphics of the Oculus Quest 2 over OculusLink. Note that
the inclusion of a laptop and an Arduino was purely to ease de-
velopment; the Oculus Quest 2 hardware is more than capable of
running the haptic elements of our system, and we envision future
commercial-grade systems being tightly integrated with a skin-like
array of transducers (Figure 22).

3.2 Software
We developed our software stack in Unity [72]. Using the known
locations of the virtual object and headset (and thus also the geome-
try of the ultrasonic phased array; Figure 3), our software calculates
the phase array timings to create a haptic effect at the requisite 3D
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Figure 3: Our proof-of-concept hardware features 64 ultrasonic transducers located on the underside of the headset.

position. This “firing solution” is calculated (Figure 4) and trans-
mitted to the Arduino at 10Hz. Although this data is transmitted
over USB to the Arduino, it still "beats" the visuals rendered on
the Oculus Quest 2 by 2ms on average (which is close enough in
time to be perceived as synchronous). The update rate of 10Hz is
sufficiently fast such that virtual objects feel bound to their haptic
output.

There are several ways to create an acoustic node. One option
is to transmit two alternating firing patterns to the Arduino – one
pattern that creates a beamformed node, while the other simply
turns the phased array off (i.e., amplitude modulation). However,
a stronger haptic sensation can be created with two alternating
patterns that create adjacent nodes (we use a displacement of 1mm
in the X-axis), which is called Lateral Modulation (LM) in the liter-
ature [21, 66, 67]. This means the transducer array is continuously
outputting acoustic energy (vs. being 50% off). We adopted this
second method for all of our demos.

At present, our software only generates haptics for the closest
haptic object in front of the mouth (true multi-node haptics is a
challenge we leave to future work). Fortunately, it is most typical
for people to bring a single haptic object to their mouth at one
time (e.g., drinking from a water fountain). In the case of particle
systems, our software simply continuously animates the particles in
the stream. This creates a sensation of particles hitting the mouth
in quick succession, though not more than one particle can hit
at the same instant, and thus it works better for lower frequency
events (i.e., <10Hz). For high-frequency effects, it is better to utilize
lower-level haptic parameters (described below).

Finally, before use, a quick calibration procedure is required to
ascertain the user’s mouth position (X/Y/Z) with respect to the
headset. For this, we generate a persistent vibration node which
can be moved using keyboard arrow keys. Once the node is centered
between the lips, the offset value is saved for future use.

3.2.1 World-Bound Haptic Effects. As previously noted, haptic ef-
fects can be attached to any objects in Unity. Haptic objects located
in the world scene can only be felt by moving one’s mouth to that

location (e.g., a fixed asset, such as a water fountain), or by moving
an object to the mouth (e.g., an insect jumping onto the face). We
call these world-bound haptic effects. We emphasize this is not a
fixed location on the mouth, but is rendered into the air in the ob-
ject’s 3D location. This means that users can stick out their tongue
to feel an effect, or even move forward to translate the haptic node
into their mouth and onto their teeth or tongue. To save power, we
only generate haptic output when objects are within 10cm of the
face.

Would-bound haptic effects create two distinct sensations. One
is when the mouth is held in the haptic region, and the node is
translated left/right and up/down (either by moving the mouth or
object). This manifests as a swipe-like sensation, with the node
position tracking on the surface of the face (Figures 5A, 5B). Alter-
natively, the node can translate along the Z axis (again, either by the
mouth or by the object moving), causing the haptics to enter/exit
the mouth. When the lips are closed, this feels like a momentary
impulse – the moment the acoustic focus is on the lips (Figure 5C).
If the mouth is open, the effect can enter the mouth and be sensed
by the teeth and tongue.

Figure 4: Screenshot of ourUnity interface. In order to beam-
form an acoustic node (black sphere) onto the lips (red cap-
sule), our pipeline must calculate the firing phase offset for
each of the 64 ultrasonic transducers (colored spheres; hue
denotes phase).
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Figure 5: The library of animations we utilize in our applications: A) X-swipe, B) Y-swipe, C) Z-swipe, D) Single Impulse, E)
Impulse Train, and F) Persistent Vibration.

3.2.2 Mouth-Bound Haptic Effects. Haptic effects can also be at-
tached to mouth-bound objects, which use the local coordinate
system of the mouth. This is useful for creating haptic effects that
track with the head, such as sweat or tears, or pre-programmed
animations such as swipes across the lips. To achieve this effect,
one must attach a HapticEffect actuation script to a mouth-bound
object in Unity, which can animate its position programmatically.
We note that it is sometimes advantageous to use a mouth-bound
haptic effect even when the event is triggered by a world object.
For example, in our haunted forest demo (described later), the user
must walk through cobwebs. While we could have attached a haptic
effect to the cobweb object, a user moving through it would only
experience a momentary impulse (Z-axis translation; see previous
section). We found the experience was more visceral when a swip-
ing effect was used, as if breaking through the cobweb and it being
drawn off the face as one walks forward.

In this mouth-bound mode, we use two haptic designs. First,
and most simple of all, is to create a momentary tap or impact
(Figure 5D). This is achieved by creating a transient haptic object
at a desired position, after which the object is deleted or disabled.
These haptic objects can be rapidly generated, creating a structured
or random stream of impulses if desired (Figure 5E). If this haptic
object persists on the lips, it becomes a persistent vibration effect
(Figure 5F). Second, it is also possible to create animated paths
simply by moving objects programmatically in Unity. For instance,
a swipe can be created by creating and translating a haptic object
across themouth (Figures 5A, 5B and 5C). Irregular paths are equally
possible, such as an insect walking randomly on one’s lips (Figure
10). One can also translate a mouth-bound object along the Z-axis
to create an almost peristalsis-like effect (which we use in our coffee
mug demo to simulate liquid entering the mouth).

3.2.3 Phased Array Parameters. The haptic effects described above
are all spatial manipulations: creating, deleting and moving haptic
objects within Unity. While this moves haptic effects around in
space, it does not modify the underlying actuation signal. For this,
we expose a series of parameters that alters the waveform emitted
by our transducer array.

Modulation Frequency – The most significant tunable param-
eter to add haptic expressivity is the modulation frequency of the
array. We found the best results between 20Hz and 200Hz (which
matches prior work [24, 34]; see also our Perception Study). The
sensation is what one would expect – below ~50Hz, it is possible

to feel the individual impulses. Above this threshold, the sensation
feels like a continuous vibration or buzzing.

Node Separation – As noted previously, when our software
places a haptic node in 3D space, it is actually two adjacent ul-
trasonic nodes separated by 1mm, which toggle back and forth
rapidly at the modulation frequency (called Lateral Modulation
[66, 67]). This separation distance can be altered to create different
sensations.

Amplitude – The amplitude of the haptic effect can be con-
trolled in hardware by varying the duty cycle of the 40kHz signal.
Our prototype supports amplitudes from 0% to 100% in steps of
20%. Alternatively, the amplitude can be controlled by varying the
input voltage to the driver board. We note, however, that in all of
our demos we used 28V, opting to vary other parameters instead.

3.3 Power Consumption and Battery Life
As determined in our subsequent perception study, we need to drive
our phased array at a minimum of 20.1V to ensure reliable percep-
tion of our haptic effects. At this level, the total power consumption
of the driver board and phased array is 2.71W when generating a
persistent node. Of course, our duty cycle is very low, as we only
emit when there is a haptic event to render. When in standby and
not emitting, the driver board consumes 0.30W. If we assume a
one-second haptic event every 30 seconds, we find a power con-
sumption of 0.38Wh. Our prototype platform, the Oculus Quest 2,
contains a 14Wh battery [54], which means one hour of haptically-
enhanced gameplay would consume 2.71% of the device’s battery
life. With further hardware optimization, especially in regards to
leakage current when the driver board is off, power consumption
should drop below 0.1Wh, and thus have a negligible impact on
runtime.

4 PERCEPTION STUDY
Although tactile perception on the face, lips, mouth, and oral cavity
has been studied in general (see e.g., [5, 14, 28, 69]), there is limited
work looking specifically at haptics delivered to these locations
using mid-air ultrasonics. Fortunately, the few papers that do exist
provide an excellent characterization on which we grounded much
of our work. For instance, in Whiskers [24], the authors examined
the sensitivity of the face at three locations: the cheek, center of
forehead, and eyebrow. Using static cues and different durations
(0.5, 1, and 1.5s) of 40Hz amplitude modulation, they found high de-
tection rates with little variation between locations. Their dynamic
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Figure 6: An example (P2) of two staircases (ascending and
descending) in the transformed two-down, one-up method.
Reversals are denoted with black circles, and undetected
stimuli are denoted by the lighter colors.

tactile apparent motion stimuli, discretely changing the modulation
location along a line in rapid succession, was found to be limited
in its ability to render motion. The center of the forehead achieved
a localization error of 3.77mm, and was the highest performance in
terms of duration and movement perception. Mizutani et al. [49]
also studied absolute thresholds of mid-air ultrasonic tactile percep-
tion on the face, using both lateral modulation (LM) and amplitude
modulation methods. Across six locations (on the forehead, cheeks,
and lower jaw) they found no significant difference between stimu-
lus locations using the same type of modulation method, and that
LM was perhaps the most effective method for stimulation (pre-
sumably because there is no reduction in output power with lateral
modulation).

More recent and relevant to this work, Jingu et al. [34] psy-
chophysically characterized perception of ultrasound stimulation
on the lips. Trends from other areas of the face and body were
also found in this work, mainly that lateral modulation (specifi-
cally circular LM) has a lower detection threshold than amplitude
modulation. They also found the valley-shaped area in the middle
of the lips to be the most sensitive spot out of those tested, and
saw no evidence of additional 200Hz sensitivity (as expected from
other studies on facial sensitivity). Indeed, 40Hz was found to be
the most sensitive frequency, suggesting strong response from RAI
or Meissner corpuscles. It was even found that circular LM at 40Hz
on the lips was as much as 3dB more sensitive than circular LM
at 200Hz on the palm, more evidence of the high sensitivity of the
lips.

While this prior work was comprehensive for the face and lips,
a few significant questions remained. Foremost, it was not immedi-
ately obvious that having an ultrasonic phased array placed so close
to the mouth would permit accurate beamforming, let alone the
fact the transducer geometry had to be rather irregular (previous
work was performed with large rectangular arrays directly in-front
and in-plane to a user’s face). Second, prior work did not explore
sensations in the oral cavity – specifically the teeth and tongue –
which we believe opens new and interesting interactive avenues in
VR/AR. For this reason, we ran our own supplemental perception
study to help inform our later explorations.

4.1 Procedure
The study was conducted with 11 participants, mean age of 24.
Participants remained seated in the center of a large room for the
duration of the study, which lasted around 45 minutes and paid $20.
After the headset was worn, participants were shown the default
Unity VR scene consisting of a blue sky and a brown groundwithout
other visualizations, in order to not distract from the haptic effect.
We performed the same procedure at each of our three locations
of interest – lips, teeth, tongue – with randomized presentation
order. To start, users first calibrated the position of their mouth (see
Software Section). Participants then familiarized themselves with
the haptic sensation until they felt comfortable making judgments.
Of note, three participants could not consistently feel the node in
all three location conditions and so they were dismissed from the
study. In two cases, the participants could not feel the sensation
at all (potentially due to poor node calibration), and in the other
case, the participant could feel it on the teeth and tongue, but
interestingly, not on the lips. Thus our analysis below uses data
from the eight remaining participants.

For our amplitude testing, we varied the voltage supplied to
the board using a variable power supply. We used a transformed
two-down/one-up double staircase method, targeting a 70.7% de-
tection response threshold on the psychometric curve (see Levitt
[44] for more details on this method). Two staircases were run si-
multaneously – one ascending and one descending – which were
interleaved to reduce user bias. An example staircase session can
be seen in Figure 6. The ascending staircase started at 7V, while the
descending staircase started at 28V. The haptic effect was played for
1000ms and the participant was verbally asked if they could detect
the stimulus. The stimulus amplitude was increased (by 3V) after a
single report of no detection and lowered (by 3V) after two consec-
utive reports of positive detection (following a two-down/one-up
paradigm). The staircases were individually stopped after six rever-
sals, meaning that the entire test was over after both the ascending
and descending staircases had reached six reversals. This double
staircase procedure was performed three times, at modulation fre-
quencies of 50, 100, and 200Hz in a randomized order. The above
procedure was repeated for all three mouth locations.

We also performed a spatial acuity test. For this, we generated
two haptic nodes at varying separation distances, with one node
always centered on the mouth. The first haptic node was active for
500 ms, followed by a 500ms break, and then followed by the second
haptic node for 500 ms. Participants could request the stimuli be
replayed as many times as they wished. We also used a double
staircase method, with one staircase starting with both nodes cen-
tered on the mouth at the same location, while the other staircase
had one node start 1.8 cm to the right of center. If the participant
was able to distinguish the two different node locations twice in a
row, the judgement of location was made “harder” and the outer
node was moved towards the center by a step size of 1 mm. If the
participant reported the two nodes to be in the same location, then
the staircase was made “easier” by moving away from the center
by the same step size of 1 mm. To minimize variations in sensation
caused by other factors, this test was held at a constant modulation
frequency and amplitude of 50Hz at 28V.
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Figure 7: Results from our perception study. Left: Mean minimum detection thresholds across three mouth locations and
three modulation frequencies. Right: Percentage of correct detections at varying separation distances of two nodes. Blue is
the average of all our participants, while red is the average of our participants who had converging staircases.

4.2 Results
We took the average of the last six peaks and valleys of each of
the interleaved staircases for analysis. For both the lips and teeth,
the 50Hz modulation had the lowest detection threshold, while
200Hz had the highest. For the tongue, 100Hz actually had a lower
detection threshold than 50Hz. This increased sensitivity to lower
frequencies is in line with prior work [24, 34, 49], and we used
this to inform the creation of our demo interactions, mostly keep-
ing our modulation rates between 50 and 100Hz. We also found
varying detection thresholds by location, with the lips having a
threshold slightly lower than the teeth, with the tongue being the
least sensitive. Results can be seen in Figure 7, left.

Figure 7, right, provides a summary of our spatial resolution
results for the lips. In general, by 9mm of separation, most partici-
pants were confidently reporting they could feel two nodes on the
lips. This almost exactly matches the wavelength of 40kHz ultra-
sound in air: 8.5mm. Below 8.5mm of separation, two nodes will

have overlapping waveforms and thus be harder to separate. We
did find that five participants did not have converging staircases,
and were inconsistent in some of their answers (i.e., they reported
feeling two separate nodes in one trial, but upon returning to that
trial, reported they could not). For this reason, their staircases did
not converge in the traditional manner. For our other three partic-
ipants, their staircases converged in a typical manner, and using
their reversals we found a mean separation distance of 5.6mm. This
suggests that although a single node’s spatial extent may be around
8.5mm, node location steps smaller than this may be perceivable by
some users (the lips are known to have some of the smallest recep-
tive fields, even smaller than the fingertips [14]). For completeness,
we plot all participants’ data along with these three more reliable
participants’ data in Figure 7, right.

In the case of our spatial tongue trials, none of our participants
had staircases that converged and responses were very inconsis-
tent. This suggests it was not possible for our participants to make

Figure 8: Haptic parameters used in our example scenarios.
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Figure 9: Walking through a spiderweb, which triggers an
X-swipe.

Figure 10: Spider jumping onto the user’s face, which trig-
gers a series of haptic impulses.

consistent spatial judgements on the tongue, implying the effect
was not particularly localized. Further, only one participant had a
converging staircase on the teeth, indicating that the teeth also do
not have very fine spatial resolution either.

Anecdotally, we note that our participants described the sensa-
tions at each location as feeling different: the lips felt more like a
localized point of vibration, while haptics on the teeth were more
often described as being a general sensation across the teeth and
surrounding gums. For the tongue, participants would often expe-
rience a general vibration within the mouth that was not localized,
sometimes saying that it felt like “the back of [my] throat was vi-
brating,” which may be due to reflections in the oral cavity. The
latter could allow for haptics on areas of the mouth without line-of-
sight to the transducer array, and perhaps unlock other interesting
haptic sensations in future work (e.g., vibrating the uvula).

In summary, our study characterized the perception thresholds
for the lips, teeth and tongue. However, only the lips were sensitive
enough to assess spatial acuity. These results directly informed the
design of our haptic effects and animations, utilized in a series of
example scenarios that we built, discussed next.

5 EXAMPLE SCENARIOS
To help convey the potential of our approach, we created three
demo VR scenarios, each containing four interaction examples.
We used these applications in our user experience study to gather
feedback on the strength, expressivity, and overall success of our
technique. Figure 8 provides a more detailed breakdown of each
sensory examples’ type, duration, positioning, generation rate, and
modulation frequency (all demos used 100% amplitude). Please also
see our Video Figure.

5.1 Haunted Forest
In this scenario, users must walk through spiderwebs to get to a
small clearing. Upon touching a spiderweb, an X swipe is animated,
simulating the spiderweb being drawn off the face (Figure 9). In the
clearing, a spider jumps onto the user’s mouth, which generates
random impulses in an 1cm area that drifts to the side, simulating
insect feet scurrying around and running off the side of the face
(Figure 10). Later, the user must shoot a flare gun at a spider, which
explodes into goo and splashes the user. This too utilizes random

Figure 11: Shooting a spider, which explodes with goo, trig-
gering as series of haptic impulses.

Figure 12: Walking into dripping spider venom, which trig-
gers a series of Y-swipes.
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Figure 13: Drinking from amug, which triggers continuous
Z-swipes.

Figure 14: Taking a puff of a cigarette, which manifests as
a continuous node.

impulses, centered on the mouth and at a higher frequency of 70
hz (Figure 11). Finally, there is a large boss spider, dripping with
venom that rains down onto the user, manifesting as random Y
swipes on the mouth (Figure 12).

5.2 School Simulator
In this scenario, we created a school scene with various real-world
objects. Users start off at a water fountain; if they can lean down
and have their lips meet the water stream, they feel a series of
rapidly generated impulses (Figure 1). Next, they find themselves in
the break room where they sit down to drink some coffee, utilizing
animated Z swipes to simulate liquid entering the mouth (Figure
13). They can also take a puff of a cigarette, which manifests as
a high-frequency persistent vibration node (Figure 14) where the
cigarette “sits” on the lips. Finally, they brush their teeth before
returning to work, and our system animates a haptic node moving
back and forth on the teeth when the toothbrush collides with the
mouth (Figure 15).

5.3 Racing Game
Our final scenario is a motorcycle racing game. As the user rides
down an open road, our system animates a “wind” effect by having
impulses start at the center of the mouth and move outwards to
the corners of the lips in an alternating pattern (Figure 16, left). On
the track, there are boxes that break apart upon collision. When
the user rides into them, they feel a single impulse on their lips
for 1000ms (Figure 17). Later, it starts to rain, which manifests
as a series of slow impulses that hit the user’s mouth in random
locations (Figure 16, right). After the storm clears there are puddles
on the track, which can splash the user, manifesting as a series of
rapid, random-location impulses on the lips (Figure 18).

6 USER EXPERIENCE STUDY
To gather feedback on the haptic effects we devised, as well as to
evaluate the immersion and realism that comes from integrating
our mouth haptic feedback, we ran a second user study focusing
on subjective experience.

Figure 15: Brushing teeth uses back-and-forth X-swipes. Figure 16: Left: Wind is animated onto the mouth using two
alternating X-swipes. Right: Rain hits the mouth as a series
of random impulses.
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Figure 17: Colliding with a crate, which triggers a 500ms
impulse.

Figure 18: Splashing into a puddle, which triggers a series
of short random impulses.

6.1 Procedure
We segmented each of the demo scenarios above into four different
interactions, as seen in Figure 8. For each interaction, we ran two
conditions: no-mouth haptics and with-mouth haptics, leading to 3
scenarios x 4 interactions x 2 conditions = 24 trials per participant.
The only difference for the no haptics version of each trial was
that our haptics array was not turned on, and did not generate
any output. The order of the conditions, as well as the order of the
example scenarios, was randomized across participants.

We recruited 8 participants (mean age of 25), who were com-
pensated $20 for the 40-60 minute study. All participants had some
prior VR experience, and two participants had previously taken
our perception study and were familiar with the sensation of a
persistent node. Most of the scenarios were done while seated in a
chair, but three interactions (water fountain, spiderwebs, dripping
goo) required the participant to stand up and move around. Partici-
pants were encouraged to think aloud during the study. Participants
tried each scenario in two conditions (no feedback and mouth feed-
back; presentation order counterbalanced). Upon entering the scene,
they were given a brief verbal description about the interaction,
which they could repeat as many times as they wished. After each
interaction, participants completed a six-question questionnaire
verbally (to avoid having to remove the headset) with a seven-point
Likert scale. At the end of the study, they filled out a 29 question
questionnaire. Both questionnaires are described next.

6.2 Feedback Questionnaires
We included questionnaires to investigate two key questions: 1)
Does having haptic feedback on the mouth increase immersion and
realism? 2) Does our system enhance the overall experience? We
utilized two different questionnaires as part of our user experience
study: a six-question survey between trials, as well as a 29 question
post-study survey. The inter-trial survey included four questions
from the Embodiment Questionnaire [25], three of which evaluate
tactile sensations (Q10, Q12, and Q13), with a fourth capturing
reaction to external stimuli (Q23). In our subsequent results, we refer
to these questions by the following shorthand: realism, localization,
tactility, and reaction, respectively. We also included one question

from the HX model [64], which asks about immersion. We included
one final custom question: “Does the sensation/experience match
the graphics?” All questions used a seven-point Likert scale ranging
from strongly disagree (-3) to strongly agree (3), matching the
format in prior haptics work [18, 25, 64]. This survey was given
every time a participant completed a trial (i.e., 24 times in total).

The post-study survey (i.e., after all scenes were completed) con-
sisted of 29 questions that also utilized a seven-point Likert scale (-3
to 3). The first seven questions were modeled on Fang and Harrison
[18], and consisted of 1) The with-mouth feedback examples felt
realistic; 2) The no-mouth feedback examples felt realistic; 3) The
no-mouth feedback examples made me feel more immersed in the
scene; 4) The with-mouth feedback examples made me feel more
immersed in the scene; 5) The no-mouth feedback examples were
fun; 6) The with-mouth feedback examples were fun; and 7) I pre-
ferred the no-mouth feedback over with-mouth feedback examples.
To mitigate order effects, we counterbalanced the ordering of the
no-mouth and with-mouth conditions in the questions between par-
ticipants. The other twenty-two questions were taken directly from
Sathiyamurthy et al. [64], which are used to assess the five haptic
experience dimensions: autotelic, expressivity, immersion, realism,
and harmony. We note that validation of this scale was ongoing at
the time of writing.

6.3 Results
Figure 19 provides the mean ratings of our inter-trial survey ques-
tions, on which our haptic condition uniformly outperformed ex-
periences without haptics. In short, and perhaps unsurprisingly,
haptics boosts realism and immersion, and heightens user reactions.
Participants rated tactility and localization highly, underscoring the
fine-grained nature of our technique and animations. In particular,
haptic sensations helped with VR events that fell outside the user’s
field of view: “without haptics it was difficult to tell when things
were supposed to be touching the face [...] I don’t even know when
the cigarette is in my mouth” (P4), and “haptic effects made those
virtual actions really cool" (P6). Our system rated well in visuo-
haptic match, though some participants remarked on scenarios that
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Figure 19: Results from our inter-trial questionnaire. Error bars are standard error.

were less convincing: “even though the haptic effect was interest-
ing and well placed, the sensations themselves didn’t necessarily
match [my] expectations” (P8) (e.g., wetness from splashes cannot
be realistically simulated with vibrotactile actuation alone).

The first seven questions of our post-study questionnaire directly
compared our haptic feedback to no haptic feedback (Figure 20). As
before, our system rated highly in realism and immersion. Partici-
pants rated both haptic and no haptic versions of our demos as fun.
In our forced choice question, every single participant preferred
our system, averaging 2.0 ("agree") on the Likert scale. In the 22
questions from Sathiyamurthy et al. [64], our system performed
best in the autotelic and harmony categories (21). The worst per-
forming category was expressivity, which pertains to how different
the feedback felt across the presented scenarios. As already noted
above, our system is fundamentally limited to delivering vibrotac-
tile actuation to the mouth, which cannot fully realize the sensation
of many experiences. Nonetheless, our user feedback results clearly
show that even this reduced set of haptic effects can still enhance
VR/AR experiences.

7 FUTUREWORK AND LIMITATIONS
While our approach and proof-of-concept hardware demonstrate
promise, challenges and future work remain. While relatively com-
pact, our phased array was still 15mm thick, adding about 16.5% to
the total height of the headset. This also had the negative effect of
bringing the transducers closer to the mouth – with an 80° emission
cone, it meant that many transducers could not participate in the
beamforming pattern, reducing the haptic effect strength. Weight
is also a significant issue for VR headsets, especially with respect
to rotational inertia. Our transducer array weighs 107g, adding
15.8% to the Oculus Quest 2 with Elite Strap’s mass of 676g (we
do not include the mass of the Arduino and driver board, as these
would be rendered moot or significantly optimized in a commercial
implementation).

Fortunately, there are several avenues open for size and weight
miniaturization. Most promising is moving to smaller and lighter
transducers. Our most recent prototype uses surface mount Murata
MA40H1S-R transducers, measuring just 5.2 x 5.2 x 1.15mm each
and weighing just 0.8g. These are less powerful than the open-
can-type transducers we used. However, in tests, we found that

Figure 20: Mean Likert scores of the seven-
question study adapted from Fang and Harrison
[18]. Error bars are standard error.

Figure 21:Mean Likert scores of the 22 questions from Sathiyamurthy et
al. [64]; see this work for key to X-axis categories. Negatively weighted
questions are denoted with square boxes, and their scores have been
flipped. Error bars are standard error.
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Figure 22: Our latest hardware using thin form factor ultrasonic transducers in a similar array pattern.

clustering four together (acting as a single emitter) running at 10
VRMS can achieve comparable sound pressure levels (122.7 dB SPL)
to one can-type transducer of our original array (118.7 dB SPL).
Thus our latest design, seen in Figure 22, consists of 64 groups of
transducer quartets. The only downside of this new arrangement is
the planar configuration of the surface mount transducers, making
it hard to focus energy towards the mouth. Our next design will
include angled daughter boards to achieve a similar geometry to
the can-type array used in our earlier studies. Another option to
increase haptic strength is to use a domed transducer array, though
this would increase thickness. In regards to impact on battery life,
our technique is already performing well. As reported earlier, one
hour of haptically-enhanced gameplay will consume roughly 2.71%
of an Oculus Quest 2’s battery, and further optimization should get
this down to under 1%.

One of the difficulties we encountered with our system was
the manual calibration required to find the relative position of the
phased array and user’s lips. For this, we simply moved a persis-
tent node in 1mm steps on every axis until the user reported the
sensation was well centered. For most of our participants, this only
required a small tweak of our starting values. However, for a quarter
of our participants, a more extensive search was required due to
significantly different face morphologies. In the future, this calibra-
tion could be automated by having a programmatic raster-scan-like
process (i.e., where the user presses a button when they feel the
sensation), or perhaps by putting a small multi-zone range-finding
sensor onto our PCB (e.g., STMicroelectronics’ VL53L1).

Finally, although we demonstrated a range of haptic effects, the
vocabulary of sensations is still limited compared to that of the real
world (a high bar). That said, it is roughly comparable to that of
vibration motors in handheld controllers and many mobile phones,
but with more spatial expressivity. Nonetheless, we believe VR/AR
systems should strive for greater realism, and future work is neces-
sary to expand upon our work. We note that our search was not
exhaustive and that more advanced systems could experiment with

e.g., fluctuating modulation frequencies as a dynamic parameter.
Similarly, multi-node haptic effects are entirely possible with addi-
tional computation. We also note that our method can complement
other VR/AR haptic approaches, such as thermal and vibratory
actuators built into headsets. We also reiterate that 3 out of 19 par-
ticipants could not feel the haptic effect, and so work remains to
study if this is truly a technology accessible to all.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a novel implementation of mouth based
haptics in VR using an ultrasonic phased array, developed as a
thin, compact component that can be attached to a headset. In a
perception study, we quantified the parameters at which our haptic
system works best across the lips, teeth, and tongue. We defined a
library of haptic animations that our system is capable of rendering
onto the mouth, including swipes, impulses, and persistent vibra-
tions, and we illustrated potential uses across several interaction
scenarios. After running participants through these scenarios, our
user experience study results indicate that our system enhances
realism and immersion in virtual reality. Additionally, participants
uniformly preferred using our system to having no haptic feedback
at all, signalling that mouth haptics could be an engaging addition
to consumer VR systems.
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